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Tis the Season For (Over)Indulging
Tis the season for overindulgence that can leave our bellies
bloated, miserable, or in the fetal position begging for mercy after all those holiday “cheers!” Fear not; combat the festivities of holiday binging by stocking up with these natural
remedies.

Not into tea? Chew on ginger or turmeric root for the same
relief. Into essential oils? A couple of drops of ginger or peppermint oil in hot water can quickly soothe your tummy turbulence. In a pinch and only have a peppermint candy? Pop
it to relieve those digestive woes including acid reflux.

In a food coma? Loosen your belt and take two digestive
enzymes for quick relief from over-eating. Gas, bloating and
indigestion don’t stand a chance with the power of peppermint tea. Relieve cramping quickly with chamomile tea, or
try ginger tea to speed up the movement of food to ease the
feelings of overindulgence of rich foods.

Can’t stand the burning caused by indigestion? Chew deglycyrrhizinated licorice root (DGL) or slippery elm 20
minutes before eating as it may protect from the symptoms
of heartburn. Baking soda; ¼–½ teaspoon in water works
best to quell the burning fire after eating. Don’t have these
(Continued on page 4)
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The Officer’s Corner
From the messy desk of Rod Kenly, President
I sit here, winter is almost here.
Thanksgiving is almost here —
just a few days away, and Christmas is right around the corner.
Because of the supply chain issues, I'm actually getting my
Christmas shopping done early.
I'm not sure what to think of that.
Sharon and I are nearing completion of our new home. Our
intent is to be moved in by Christmas, with a long punch list
of items to complete.
Right after Christmas, we would normally head for Indio,
California for the Western Area FMCA event held in Indio
for the last 30+ years. Unfortunately, they are still involved
with Covid, and the facility still has lots of items stored for
the National Guard. So that event has been cancelled.
The SOI club will be having the Rose Parade rally from December 28–January 2. This is a great rally with catered
meals and great seats for the Tournament of Roses parade.
There are still seats available! See page 16 for more information.
Luckily, FMCA and your Diesel RV club are in the midst of
getting ready for the winter/spring rally.
The Diesel RV club will be having “Arizona Adventures” on
March 13–18 at the Copper Mountain RV Park, in Tacna,
Arizona.
Then off to Tucson for FMCA's 104th Rally at the Pima
County Fairgrounds March 23–26.

being asked to help provide security for the event at Tucson.
If you sign up, you get to arrive early at the event — March
20th — a few days prior to the start of the FMCA Convention. FMCA depends on lots of volunteers, so consider signing up. These positions can be performed while seated, at
seminars, new coach areas, etc. See Volunteer Security Information and Signup at https://www.dieselrvclub.org/
event-4520195.
The DRVC pre-rally is looking to be a great event. Our rally
folks are doing a great job in planning this. Really looking
forward to this event.
To those new members (and all our members), we hope you
take advantage of the DRVC offerings, including the technical forum and seminars, and our rallies.
I would also like to mention that we continually get emails
sent to members that “indicate” they are from officers
(normally me) looking for you to help me out by sending
money. They look real! Don’t fall for these. I can assure you
that neither I nor any officer will send an email asking you
to help out me or the club financially.
Last comment and a hint — If you are NOT going to be travelling while the temps are below freezing, make sure you
have done whatever you need to do to keep your rig from
having frozen water lines.
I want to thank you all for being members of FMCA and the
Diesel RV Club. You are the reason we do what we do.
See you down the road...

We are looking forward to all these events. The DRVC along
with the Beaver & Friends Volunteer Security Chapter are

FMCA’s 104th
International Convention
& RV Expo




Seminars
RV Displays
Ice Cream Social





SPACE IS STILL AVAILABLE!
Rose Parade Rally
December 28, 2021–January 2, 2022
See Page 16 for more information

Indoor Exhibits
Games
Entertainment

March 23–26, 2022
Pima County Fairgrounds
Tucson, Arizona

Connect with Diesel RV Club via the Internet
Website:
www.dieselrvclub.org
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/groups/DieselRVClub/
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on hand and need relief “stat?” Iced water can put the fire
out. It may take several glasses; however, if you sip every
time you feel the burn it usually stops within 20 minutes.
What to do when you have one too many? Take a vitamin B
complex, 8 ounces of water, and 1/4 teaspoon of Celtic sea
salt before going to bed to ward off the morning-aftereffects of a night on the town.
If the morning after leaves your head hurting, nausea, or
brain fog, take a vitamin B complex and wash it down with
a 1/4 teaspoon of Celtic sea salt and raw honey dissolved in
eight ounces of room temperature water. This simple quick
fix replenishes the missing nutrients leading to those nasty
symptoms. Be sure to eat a hearty breakfast high in protein
and fat and follow up with water to rehydrate throughout
the day.
Have fun, and ring in the New Year without suffering this
holiday season. Happy Holidays and Cheers!

Karen Langston is a certified Holistic
Nutritionist and a full-time RV’r.
HealthyGutAdvisor.com

Recommendations From
Our DRVC Tech
I would like to remind our club members of a few items to
check.
1. We are seeing a number of diesel motorhomes with airbag problems due to age. Airbags leaking or having
blowouts can be a problem when traveling. If you haven't checked your airbags lately, let this be your reminder
to do so.
2. Air dryers (desiccant filters) should be replaced at least
every 3 years. If you get fluid from your air tank when
draining, this would be a notice that your air dryer needs
to be replaced.
3. A simple test to check the freezing point of your engine
coolant is to put ¼ cup of coolant in a cup and put it in
your freezer for 3 hours. Most freezers are around 10
degrees or colder which should be cold enough to see if
your coolant is okay for the temperature changes.
4. Many of us have paper air filters. Cummins recommends
replacing the air filter every year because after the air
filter gets wet, the glue that holds the paper together in
the filter starts to come apart and can cause turbo and
engine damage.
Safe travels and see you in March at Copper Mountain.

Tom Chelbana
VP-Technical

What Topics Would You Like to See in Travelore?
Is there a particular subject you would like to see covered in
a future issue of Travelore? Whether of a technical nature
or an RV lifestyle issue, send me your suggestions.

Finally, if you have any comments about the Travelore — in
general or regarding specific content — I would be interested in your feedback.

I also invite you to submit an original article on any topic of
interest to the DRVC community for consideration for publication in Travelore.

Looking forward to hearing from you.
Cathy Good
VP—Publications and Editor, Travelore
editor@dieselrvclub.org
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Motorhome Maintenance and Operation
L9tm, ISL9, ISC8.3 and C8.3 Engines (300-450 hp) and B6.7tm, ISB6.7, ISB5.9 and B5.9 Engines (200-360 hp)

Quick Reference Guide — Part 2
Cooling System

Air System

 Check coolant level before each trip.

 Not maintaining your air system is the most expensive
mistake you can make.

 Coolant should be tested for freeze protection, supplemental coolant additive and dilution twice per year. A
refractometer (e.g., Fleetguard® CC2806) is much more
accurate than floating ball hydrometer. Test strips are
also available.
 Maintain coolant according to the chassis manufacturer’s recommendations. Some coolants require regular
addition of Supplemental Coolant Additives. Most coolants require replacement at five years of service.
 When having your motorhome serviced, insist on using
the coolant that was originally used by the chassis manufacturer or equivalent.
 There are many formulations of coolant. It is ideal to use
the coolant formulation that the motorhome was originally filled with. Mixing coolant formulations can result
in loss of protection of the engine and other components
in the cooling system.
 Coolants must meet the Cummins CES14603 or
CES14439 specification.
 Engine Coolant Formulations include:
 Older traditional Heavy Duty Coolants, which are
typically green in color. These require testing for SCA
concentration at least twice per year. Three-way test
strips are available from Fleetguard in 4-packs
(CC2602A).
 Fill for Life Coolants (e.g., Fleetcharge) are typically
pink in color. These coolants require testing for SCA
concentration and adding chemical as needed.
 Organic Additive Technology Coolants (e.g., Fleetguard Compleat ES OAT, Final Charge, Shell Rotella
ELC) can vary in color and may require addition of a
chemical extended before the change interval is
reached. Ask your chassis manufacturer.
 Coolant filters may contain chemical additives. Buying “blank” non-chemical filters and using liquid additives if needed is recommended.

 Change air filter based on chassis manufacturer recommendation, or more frequently if operating in dusty conditions.
 The air restriction indicator should not be solely relied
upon for air filter replacement.
 Loose or broken clamps, hoses, or piping can lead to dirt
entry into the engine, requiring engine overhaul.
Storage
 Store with a full tank of fuel from a high-volume fuel
retailer to prevent condensation and microbial growth in
fuel tank.
 Completing annual maintenance prior to storage removes corrosive elements in the engine oil and potential
microbes in the fuel filter.
 Monthly exercise prolongs engine life. A 30-40 minute
drive is best. If driving is not possible, operate the engine until coolant reaches 150°F to recharge system batteries and lubricate internal components. For L9, ISL9,
ISC8.3 and C8.3 engines, use the cruise control set
switch to enable fast idle.
Reprinted from Bulletins 4971288 and 4971286. Rev 12/18 © 2018
Cummins Inc.
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Tips for Driving a Diesel RV
Diesel-pushing Class A and diesel-pulling Super C motorhomes are probably the largest motorhomes on the road.
After all, you have many of the comforts of home on the
journey with you taking up more space than other RVs.
While such a large vehicle may seem intimidating to drive,
it doesn’t take long to get the hang of it, especially when you
keep a few of the following tips in mind. Understand that
handling a vehicle of this size is different from driving a full
-size automobile.
To help you get started, I’ve compiled nine tips for driving a
motorhome to help you safely and confidently drive your
diesel-powered unit to your next adventure. With these motorhome driving tips, you’ll be handling your RV like a pro
in no time.
1. KNOW THE FACTS: Height, Weight, and Width
This means know the physical dimensions of your unit
when set up for driving to your desired destination.
Know how tall the RV is from road surface to the highest
point of the rig. This is a critical piece of information, especially when encountering an overpass that doesn’t meet
minimum federal standards.
Know the weight of your motorhome when fully loaded,
including all your personal items, a full load of fresh water
and empty waste tanks, a tank of LP (propane) if you have
one, and a full tank of diesel fuel. This is helpful in knowing
any restrictive weight limit you may encounter on roads
that aren’t normally traveled by big rigs. If you’ve not had
your motorhome weighed, then use the Gross Vehicle
Weight (GVW) designation for your unit as a guide.
Know how wide your unit is from the right edge of the passenger side mirror to the left edge of the driver’s outside
mirror. You’ll want to be aware of this when driving
through work zones or other restricted roads.
2. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT CLASS OF
DRIVER’S LICENSE
Depending on your state, you may be required to get a Class
A or Class B (commercial or non-commercial) driver’s license before you can legally drive a motorhome weighing
over 26,000 lbs. If your rig is close to 26,000 lbs or more,
contact your state’s driver licensing division to learn more.
Also, be aware that signs normally express the weight restriction in terms of tonnage. Your 26,000-lb rig is also a 13
-ton unit.
3. KNOW HOW AND WHEN TO BRAKE
It’s important to understand that the larger and heavier the
vehicle, the longer it will take to stop. You’ll need to plan

ahead and give yourself plenty of time to slow down and
come to a complete stop, even in normal weather. Coming
to a controlled and gradual stop is superior to slamming on
the brakes and hoping for the best. (Keep in mind that
things will shift if braking under extreme settings).
It’s also important to be aware that hot brakes don’t work as
well and that they wear out faster. To keep your brakes
from overheating, avoid riding your brakes and use your
gears to downshift (plus the engine brake) when going
down hills. For steeper or longer grades, be sure to start the
descent at a reduced speed. With the engine brake on and
the transmission set appropriately, tapping the brakes is
better than applying constant pressure. If you do start to
notice a smell coming from your brakes, pull over when it is
safe to do so and give the brakes a chance to cool before
continuing. This is especially important when driving in
mountains.
4. DRIVE YOUR DIESEL FOR WHAT IT IS
What is meant by this? Many inexperienced owners tend to
drive their diesel RVs like a gas-powered car instead of a
large, diesel unit. There are several reasons for this.
First, a gas engine depends on horsepower and not torque
for propulsion. Involved in this is the fact that a typical gas
engine has no issue with getting above 3,750 RPMs for
maximum thrust when going forward. A diesel, by comparison, depends more on torque than horsepower. Plus, a diesel engine isn’t designed to operate constantly at or above
2,200 RPMs. Therefore, driving in the “sweet spot” (about
1,600 RPMs) delivers the best combination of torque and
horsepower. This calls for being patient when climbing a
hill.
Second, since the unit is much longer than a car and given
the fact that the driver’s seat (in a Class A) is over or forward of the front axle, the sensation of where the coach actually is on the roadway “feels” different. Therefore, the rule
of thumb for making 90-degree turns on a street definitely
applies; don’t begin the turn until being in the turn. By doing so, the rear axle will likely avoid running over the curb
or anything else in the way. The sensation of where the
front of the car is will be quite different from where the relative position of the front of the motorhome actually is.
Note the illustration on the following page.
Third, keep in mind that the dimensions of the motorhome
affect the amount of space it occupies. Again, refer to the
illustration. Note that the rear of the car, since it is not as
long, will not “drift” as far to the inside of the turn as will
the motorhome. Though this may make perfect sense, fre(Continued on page 7)
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quently this fact is forgotten when steering through neighborhood streets, parking lots, or fuel stations. Respect the
size of the RV and allow the room required when negotiating a turn. Leave adequate room on the opposite side of the
turn. This will result in over running the center line of the
road if one exists.
5. LEAVE ADEQUATE FOLLOWING DISTANCE
Since it takes longer to brake, you’ll also need to make sure
you’re leaving sufficient following distance between you and
the vehicle in front of you. The general rule of thumb in
normal weather is to leave one vehicle length for every 10
mph. So if driving 50 mph, leave five RV lengths in front of
you.
For a 40-ft motorhome, that means leaving 200 feet of
space between you and the next vehicle on the road. Keep in
mind that you’ll need to leave even more space if driving in
inclement weather conditions, like rain, snow, or fog. Even
if the road doesn’t appear to be slippery, it’s always best to
slow down and leave the extra space for the sake of safety.
Some RVs include technology to help the driver mitigate
potential accidents. For example, some have collision mitigation technology and adaptive cruise control with adjustable following distance—all to take some of the guesswork
out of driving.
6. STAY IN THE RIGHT LANE
Most motorhome drivers find themselves driving at slower
speeds than the rest of traffic, and that makes sense. The
ideal speed to drive an RV is around 57–63 mph — the socalled “sweet spot” for maximum power and fuel efficiency.
However, the speed limit on most US highways is between
65–75 mph. Staying in the far right lane allows you to drive
your RV at the optimal speed while allowing other drivers
to pass on the left.
Staying in your lane can be somewhat challenging in taller
RVs, which can be prone to drift when there are crosswinds.
That said, always keep both hands on the wheel so you can
be prepared for a sudden blast of air to cause your RV to
drift.
By the way, don’t be tempted to keep up with other large
vehicles. Keep in mind that the drivers of those commercial
rigs probably don’t pay for the fuel or the tires. After all,
heavy truck and RV tires aren’t designed to withstand the
internal temperatures that develop when a tire is forced to
roll above the recommended speed or weight-bearing capacity, especially when the road surface is above 95° F. For
this reason, it is possible to see many tire carcasses during
the summer months. Be wise and drive in the sweet spot for

the best in fuel efficiency, safety, and longevity of both the
motorhome and its occupants.
7. UNDERSTAND YOUR TAIL SWING
Once you get the hang of it, driving straight in an RV can
quickly become second nature. Getting used to turning
(Continued on page 17)
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About Us — Our Rigs & Engines
Someone once said we’re known by the company we keep, and we keep that company because of how they make us feel.
Having common interests. Travel, adventure, and shared experiences all come into play. So does sharing RVing stories,
and many of those come from our rigs. Here are some stats gathered when we summarized our membership by RV manufacturer and engine manufacturer. Most of the stories, however, are shared at our get-togethers, FMCA Chapter Fairs, and
Block Parties.
RV Brand/Manufacturer
Our Chapter is in its 18th year. It does not have RV age information but the breakdown itself reveals a wide distribution of
legacy brands as well as current models. There is a correlation between orphaned brands and length of membership as
well as newer members having a higher number of RVs that are currently popular brands/manufacturers, specifically,
Newmar and Tiffin.

The following chart, showing ownership by Manufacturer/Brand by type of Diesel RV Club membership. 1 st Year Free
members, as is shown below, with the exception of a few legacy brands tend to display similar ownership across almost all
brands and have a significant concentration on Tiffin and Newmar rigs.

(Continued on page 9)
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Engine Brand
Here is graph for engine manufacturer. There are far more Cummins engines than all other brands combined.

Your Club leadership is reviewing this information in order to ensure that our technical focus continues to adapt to the top
-of-mind issues of our membership. Your suggestions, comments and feedback are welcome.

Check out
merchandise online at
https://www.dieselrvclub.org/Online-Store-Merchandise

Available items include:
Diesel RV Club “Egg”
Ladder Brackets for Club Egg
Diesel RV Club Name Badge
Diesel RV Club Logo Ball Cap
Ladies or Men’s Full Logo Polo Shirt
• Ladies or Men’s Open Logo Polo Shirt
•
•
•
•
•
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Treasurer’s Report on Financials and Membership
Financial

Diesel RV Club Financial Statements

The Diesel RV Club's sources of revenue are rally fees,
membership dues, advertising, and preferred partner income. Expenses include rally costs, operating expenses for
printed newsletters, technical forum, and membership website expenses, and officer travel and rally reimbursement
expenses. Membership website costs increased this year
due to a vendor price increase, and the forum site expenses
increased due to moving the site to a new host and ongoing
support. Fees have been paid to a consultant to update the
Forum software, to move the forum to a new host site, and
to activate secure internet transactions and service.

as of 10/31/2021
Account
Number
Assets
1000
1100
1300

Account Name
Checking
Merchandise Inventory
Club Equipment
Total Assets

Amount
$ 66,023.25
$ 3,352.00
$
289.44
$ 69,664.69

Liabilities

Membership

Total Liabilities

Our total membership continues to hover at around 1,000
members. Here’s a look at our membership dashboard as of
November 9, 2021.
Level

Balance Sheet

Equity
3000
3100

New in
Pending Last
Renewal Days

General Fund - Fund Balance
Rally Fund - Fund Balance

$

0.00

$ 47,264.96
$ 22,399.73

Total Equity

$ 69,664.69

Total Liabilities + Total Equity

$ 69,664.69

Total

Active

548

548

—

40

Income Statement

90 Day Free—Kick-the-Tires

2

2

—

—

for the period of 01/01/2021 to 10/31/2021

Family Associate Member

1

1

—

—

FMCA Commercial Member

1

1

—

—

14

10

3

—

437

371

54

—

7

7

—

—

14

14

—

11

1024

954

1st Year Free to
New FMCA Members

ForumPlus
Regular
Valued Partner
VIP
Total

Each month we have many 1st Year Free memberships that
expire. When their free membership expires they are invoiced for a regular membership; those memberships are
included in the Pending Renewal numbers shown above. An
analysis of those whose memberships are pending renewal
shows that while the 1st year membership conversions are
the majority we show continued loss of long-time members
due to “aging out” as they sell their rigs. Many of the 1st
year free memberships that do not convert show up on
FMCA’s list of expired memberships requiring us to drop
them from our roster. The action item for all of us is to
make an effort to reach out to all new members and help
them understand their rigs and how we can help them enjoy
the RVing lifestyle and enjoy greater adventures.

Account
Number
Income
4000
4100
4200
4400
4500

Account Name
Dues Income
Rally Income
Merchandise Income
Advertising Income
Preferred Partner Income

$ 6,205.00
$ 35,191.70
$
591.06
$ 1,351.97
$
918.66
Total Income

Expense
5000
5010
5020
5030
5040
5100
5200
5202
5300
5400
5450
5800

Amount

Printed Newsletter Expenses
Forum Web Site Expenses
Membership Web Site Expenses
Membership CC/ PayPal Expenses
Postage
Bank Fees
Rally Expenses
Officer Rally Mileage Refund Expenses
Merchandise Expenses
Accounting Software Expenses
Charitable Contributions
Office Supply Expenses

$ 44,258.39
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

921.01
904.17
2,353.03
356.22
332.13
75.10
23,612.02
3,249.32
25.00
584.73
745.00
1,834.58

Total Expense

$ 34,992.31

Net Income (Loss)

$ 9,266.08
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RV Wheelator —
Valued Partner
Your officers are excited to announce our Brand Ambassador relationship with RVWheelator®. The folks at RV
Wheelator are experts at making buyers & sellers happy.
You won't find anyone who has the widespread exposure as
they do. They make sure your RV is seen by as many eyes as
possible, all over North America. But the most important
part is how they provide buyers to sellers and enable sellers
to price and sell their RVs without someone in the middle —
this novel approach benefits both buyers and sellers. Several times a year we get calls asking for information or assistance in helping a member sell their rig. We believe in the
RV Wheelator approach.

es the buyer a 5% commission. The Diesel RV Club, an affiliate of RV Wheelator — Brand Ambassador — is to receive
10% of the commission on any sales initiated through connections established using either the QR code below or the
following link: https://rvwheelator.com/
dieselrvclub/
Guaranteed Ready Buyer! At your Agreed Price! RV
Wheelator® Guaranteed - Fair Retail Price. No Obligation
Info-page. List and sell RVs like Real Estate.

As a buyer, they bring you a wide selection of RVs at direct
seller prices. Save yourself the trouble of haggling with
dealers who are more interested in getting the maximum
price for themselves than providing a service.
RV Wheelator has been bringing buyers and sellers together
to mutually benefit everyone and set you on your way to an
open road adventure for you and your family.
The Diesel RV Club is affiliated with RV Wheelator and
serves as a Brand Ambassador, offering to our members nocost advertising/lead generation services whenever they
decide to list/sell. RV Wheelator advises sellers on RV pricing and lists approved ads to attract potential buyers.
Sellers deal directly with buyers and negotiate the sale. No
hassles, no negotiations. The price agreed to is firm. RV
Wheelator places “no cost” ads to attract buyers and charg-

Use the above links to submit RV information. In addition
to the RV Information form, you can visit the RV Wheelator
website for more information and see example transactions.
Have your friends use this link to help themselves and the
Club.
Please take a few moments to become familiar with the way
the RV Wheelator business model works and let us know of
any comments or concerns.

Enhancing the joys of diesel RV ownership!

An FMCA chapter for enthusiasts of road-worthy,
diesel-powered recreational vehicles of all types
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Diesel RV Club FAQs
Q. How much is membership?
A. Membership is $25 per year (eNews and/or printed newsletter via USPS),
and is due on the anniversary of club membership.
Q. What do I get for being a member?
A. Membership entitles you to full access to the Diesel RV Club website, the
Technical Forum, Travelore (Newsletter), and discounts from our Valued Partners.
Q. How do I find the Club’s home page and the diesel engine forum?
A. Everything can be accessed from this URL:
http://www.dieselrvclub.org
To go directly to the engine forum:
http://forum.dieselrvclub.org
Q. What do you do at rallies?
A. A typical rally is about four days long at a top-tier motorhome resort with
discounted site rates, multiple maintenance seminars, hobby and how-to sessions, group social and get-acquainted times, catered meals, evening entertainment, dancing, and time to see local sites. Rallies may include silent auctions,
access to some coach services and presentations by RV vendors
Q. What is the upcoming rally schedule?
A. You can find the schedule of upcoming rallies on the Club website, along
with planned rally activities. You can also register online as well as download,
print, complete, and mail the registration form.
Q. Do you have any charity and fundraising activity?
A. Although the Chapter’s purpose is to educate its members, we do contribute
to various charities and organizations in the areas where rallies are held.
Why Join the Diesel RV CLUB?
•

Exchange information on RVing and diesel engines with hundreds of diesel enthusiasts at the state-of-the-art Diesel
RV Technical Forum and seminars at all DRVC rallies.

•

Enjoy fun and fellowship through the Club’s full-color newsletters and at club rallies held across the country.

•

Attend FMCA activities, such as area rallies and FMCA conventions, with others from the Diesel RV Club.

•

Take advantage of 5% to 10% discounts on parts and service through our exclusive Valued Partner arrangements as
well as a discount on parts at O’Reilly Auto Parts stores nationwide.

•

Share tech tips, travel advice, and problem-solving information with fellow Diesel RV Club members.

•

Meet interesting people, form lasting friendships, learn more about motorhoming, swap coach modification and
maintenance information, and visit interesting places while creating lasting memories.

How to Become a Member
Complete and mail the form on the next page or signup online!
If you have other questions, email one of the following officers:
President: Rod Kenly – president@dieselrvclub.org
Publications: Cathy Good – editor@dieselrvclub.org
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Diesel RV Club — Membership Enrollment Form
Mission Statement: We are a club for RV owners with an interest in diesel engines including how to maintain them, get
maximum performance, and keep repair costs to a minimum. Rallies always include social activities and technical seminars and are conducted in all areas of the U.S.
Membership in FMCA is required for full Diesel RV Club affiliation.
Membership Type (check one):

□ Regular or □ 1st Year Free, provide FMCA Number

___________

□ Forum Plus

Names:
Pilot — First

Pilot — Last

Co-pilot — First

Co-pilot — Last

Mailing Address:
Street/P.O. Box

City

State/Prov

Postal Code

City

State/Prov

Postal Code

Shipping Address:
Street — no P.O. box please
Phones:
Home or Office

Pilot’s Mobile

Co-pilot’s Mobile

E-mail Addresses:
Pilot

Co-pilot

Occupations (if retired, former occupations):

Pilot

Co-pilot

Emergency Contact:
Name — normally not with you
Newsletter Delivery Choice (check one):

Email Only

□

Telephone
Postal Only

□

Relationship
Email & Postal

□

Referred by Member:
Your RV Information:
RV Mfg: ______________ Model: _____________ Length: ______ Slides: ____ VIN: ____________________
Engine Mfg: __________ Model: _____________ Rated HP: ____________ Serial No.: ______________

Make checks payable to Diesel RV Club and mail to:
Diesel RV Club
3916 Potsdam Ave. PMB #1107
Sioux Falls, SD 57104-7048
Note: Please feel free to duplicate for other FMCA members who
are interested in Diesel RV Club Membership. PayPal payment
option available on the Club website — www.dieselrvclub.org
REGULAR MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE $25 PER YEAR

— FOR CLUB USE ONLY —
Amount Received:
____/____/____
Date Received
Check # __________

$ __________
____/____/____
Renewal Date
Cash __________
Revised September 2021
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SOI CLUB'S 41ST ANNUAL
ROSE PARADE RALLY
December 28, 2021–January 2, 2022
The Diesel RV Club has joined forces with the SOI Club, an FMCA chapter with the most experience
in presenting the spectacular Rose Parade Rally! Spend less time on the bus with SOI’s great location
at Santa Anita Park. This event will bring you the best of the Pasadena area’s attractions, while saving
you money and getting you the BEST SEATS for the Rose Parade. Don’t miss out!
Those members wishing to take advantage of this offer can either:
1) Register online at www.dieselrvclub.org/event-4222942; OR
2) Contact Paul Mitchell, SOI RV Club, 209-815-1837.

The parking area is near Gate Six of Santa Anita Raceway on blacktop. We will have 30 Amp generated power, will dump your rig once during the rally and have a tank to fill water on an emergency basis.
We ask that everyone arrive with full water tanks and empty black and grey tanks. We will have our
catered meals and most of our activities in the large tent on-site. Name tags will be provided and you
will be asked to wear them during the event. Detailed instructions will be sent by email prior to rally
day.
Planned activities include:
Tour the City of Sierra Madre float entry; workers are needed if you
want to help
Tour Huntington Library & Outdoor Gardens
San Antonio Winery dinner and
historical talk
Visit Rose Bowl Festival Grounds
Band-Fest show with performances by bands
that will march in the Rose Parade
Santa Anita Park brunch and day at the races
New Year’s
nd
Eve celebration
132 Tournament of Roses Parade
Post parade float viewing
Watch Rose
Bowl game on TV
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(Continued from page 7)
might take a bit more practice (see the section above), since
you also need to take tail swing into consideration.
What is tail swing? For every three feet behind the rear axle,
there exists the potential for one foot of tail swing heading
in the opposite direction. So, if you’ve got 12 feet behind
your back wheels and you want to take a sharp right turn,
you need to be aware of what’s immediately to your left.
When you’re just starting out, it can be helpful to have a
spotter outside the vehicle for guidance as you practice
turning and parking.
8. KNOW CLEARANCES AND PLAN THE ROUTE
ACCORDINGLY
Diesel motorhomes aren’t just longer and heavier, they’re
also taller and wider than any other car or truck most owners are used to driving. Because of this, the RV may not
meet the clearance requirements for certain overhangs, and
it may be more challenging to navigate narrow roads in older towns. But don’t let that be a bother. It just means planning wisely and staying aware while driving. Of course,
these are great things to make a habit of anyway, no matter
what type of vehicle.

(available via the web), the Co-Pilot GPS app, or some other
RV-aware trip routing device or application. In addition,
make use of Google or Bing maps before each day to preview the route by viewing the satellite view presented.
9. DON’T DRIVE TIRED.
When driving a large, Class A or Super C motorhome,
there’s a lot to be aware of—following and stopping distances, turn radius, overhead clearance, and more. If driving
long stretches at a time, be very aware of fatigue. It is one of
the biggest dangers on the road, so stay safe and avoid driving when tired. Best of all, share the responsibility with a
partner by switching off every two hours or so.
CONCLUSION
With these tips in mind, driving a diesel motorhome will
become a rewarding experience. In fact, you may adopt the
concept that “the journey is the destination.” Above all, always remember it is better to arrive
safely than not arrive at all.

Article by
Byron Songer

Use the tools and technologies available to help facilitate
some of the planning. Make use of Good Sam’s Trip Planner

Valued Partner List
Let them know up front you want to take advantage of their discount program for DRVC members. Be
prepared to show your membership card.

Caterpillar Dealers
Carolina CAT — 10% discount on parts and service up to a limit of $250. Caterpillar dealer in North Carolina with locations in
Asheville, Charlotte, Greensboro, Monroe, and Statesville.
https://carolinacat.com
Gregory Poole Equipment Co. — 10% discount on parts and service. A Level 3 Certified Caterpillar RV Service Center. North Carolina locations include Fayetteville, Garner and Mebane.
www.gregorypoole.com
MacAllister Power Systems — 10% discount on parts and service. Caterpillar dealer throughout Indiana with locations in Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Lafayette, South Bend, Terre Haute and Washington.
www.macallister.com/107/parts-service
Mustang Caterpillar – 10% discount on parts and service. Caterpillar dealer with locations throughout Southeast Texas in Houston,
Beaumont, Bryan, and El Campo. 713.861.0777
www.mustangcat.com
(Continued on page 18)
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Valued Partner List
Yancy Power Systems — 10% discount on parts and service. Caterpillar dealer serving Georgia with locations in Conley, Austell,
Augusta, Resaca, and Pooler.
www.yanceybros.com/map

Freightliner Oasis Service Centers
Premier Truck Group of Tulsa — Freightliner Oasis Dealer offering a 10% discount on parts and service at its location at 5104 W.
60th Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 918.445.5300
www.atcfreightliner.com
Stoops Freightliner — Division of Truck Country. Freightliner Oasis Dealer offering a 10% discount on parts and service at locations at 12247 Declaration Dr., New Haven, Indiana (260.749.8587) and 1653 State Highway 9, Decorah, Iowa.
(563.382.6551)
https://www.truckcountry.com/locations/

Independent Service Centers
Accelerated Diesel — Full service diesel engine and drive train repair. They have over 40 years combined experience with all diesel
engines. Every coach receives a free vehicle inspection and coming soon, turnkey RV storage. Show your membership card and get a 10% discount on service (labor) provided at their location at 12614 County Road 431,
Tyler, Texas. 903.881.9765.
https://accelerateddieseltyler.com/
Leisure Coachworks — 10% discount on parts; 15% discount on labor performed at their location. Provides service for most major
makes and models of motorhomes and other RVs. They offer a free RV wash and carpet shampoo with every
qualified service. Services include upgrades, collision, accidental damage, and maintenance service. 14620 Rancho Vista Drive, Fontana, CA. 909.428.6775.
https://leisurecw.com
Luxury Coach Service — extending a 15% discount on parts and labor to all DRVC members and associates. LCS is a convenient,
one-stop shop for all preventive RV repair and maintenance services on motor coaches from class C to luxury
class A. Certified technicians, a 40-bay service facility and spacious parts department ensure your expectations
will be met in a professional and timely fashion. Located at 1750 E. Interstate 30 in Rockwall, TX 75087.
972.771.6200.
https://luxurycoachservice.com
Oregon Motorcoach Center — Offers a 10% discount on parts. A certified service center specializing in RV restoration, renovation,
custom van conversions, repairs and maintenance. Located at 29417 Airport Rd, Eugene, Oregon. 541.762.1505.
https://oregonmotorcoachcenter.com
RVinciDENTS — 10% discount on parts and services. An RV repair, body and paint specialty company providing high quality repair
services for all types of RVs, buses and trailers. Located at 2042 James River Ct., Nixa, Missouri. 417.725.2900.
www.rvincidents.com

Mercedes-Benz (Sprinter Dealers)
Mercedes-Benz of Arrowhead — 10% discount on parts and service offered to owners of all Sprinter chassis makes and models.
9260 West Bell Road, Peoria, Arizona. 623.583.7300.
www.arrowheadmb.com
Mercedes-Benz of Naples — 10% discount on parts and labor offered to owners of all Sprinter chassis makes and models. 501 Airport Rd S., Naples, Florida. 239.298.7125.
www.mercedesbenznaples.com
Mercedes-Benz of Westminster — 10% discount on parts and labor offered to owners of all Sprinter chassis makes and models.
10391 Westminster Blvd., Westminster, Colorado. Service 888.955.7657. Parts 888.493.8036.
www.mbwestminster.com
(Continued on page 19)
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Valued Partner List
RV Parts & Supplies
Boogey Lights — 10% discount on its Hi-Intensity LED lighting specifically designed for outdoor use on RVs when purchased online
or by calling 800.847.1359.
www.boogeylights.com
O’Reilly Auto Parts — Diesel RV Club members may take advantage of a discount program with O’Reilly Auto Parts and their 3700
stores across the nation. Members must present their DRVC membership card containing an O’Reilly program
number to receive the discount on back counter parts. See www.DieselRVClub.org/o-reilly_auto for details.
Proteng Distribution, Inc. — 10% discount on revolutionary fire suppression parts that protect motorhome systems and passengers
from unnecessary harm due to fire and from systems in place that were supposed to protect them. 561.777.8364.
www.proteng.com
RV Glass Solutions — 10% discount on service with a maximum of $75 per appointment. They have crews at FMCA Family Reunions as well as 2500 servicing locations across the US and Canada. Free estimates. 888.777.6778.
www.rvglasssolutions.com
Waterless RV Wash — Clean, polish and protect your RV in one step without water! Acrylic resin technology. Do a car or truck in
30 minutes instead of 3 hours! 20% discount for life when ordering online. Use Discount Code: CAS. Questions:
888.627.5499.
www.slickandhard.com

RV Services
My RV School — Offers a 10% discount on parts and services. The premier RV training school offers training on motorized and towable RVs, as well as consulting on RV equipment, operation, and maintenance, and answers questions on fire
safety training and fire suppression. Located in Riverview, Florida. 855.697.8123.
www.myrvschool.com
Overland Insurance Services — Overland Insurance has been a premier supplier of affordable RV Insurance for over 40 years. Look
no further when you want the best RV insurance coverage at the lowest possible cost. Let Overland Insurance
Services prepare a customized RV insurance proposal. You’ll be amazed how much coverage your premium dollars will buy.
https://www.myrvquote.com/drv
RVWheelator — RV Wheelator advises sellers on RV pricing and lists approved ads to attract potential buyers. Sellers deal directly
with buyers and negotiate the sale. RV Wheelator places “no cost” ads to attract buyers and charges the buyer a
5% commission. The Diesel RV Club, an affiliate of RV Wheelator — Brand Ambassador — is to receive 10%
of the commission on any sales initiated through connections established using the following link:
https://rvwheelator.com/dieselrvclub/
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RV Wheelator® is the
Best Thing that has
happened to the “For
Sale By Owner” RV
market since the
invention of the slide
out.

RV Wheelator®, Valued Partner,
offers:


Industry proven way to
set selling price.

Guaranteed the most
money & least hassle.
 Guaranteed buyer at
your agreed price.




Personal control of
settlement and delivery.

www.rvwheelator/com/dieselrvclub
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